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Introduction

Despite its unpoetic title, Recording progress (Pathfinder 1) enjoyed great
popularity. This has reflected the keenness of many teachers of modem languages
to get to grips with the exacting task of assessing continuously and recording
their pupils' progress as required by the National Curriculum. Although that book
described a system which had been initiated before there was any talk of a
National Curriculum, there was instant recognition that the system embodied
National Curriculum principles.

As a result of many in-service training talks in which I discussed how the more
specific requirements of the National Curriculum framework might be handled at
the recording stage, I have decided to write this sequel to Recording progress. In it,
I shall briefly reiterate those principles of recording which still hold good, and
demonstrate the workings of the system originally adopted to implement those
principles. Thereafter, I propose to reflect on the likely implications of the
National Curriculum for continuous assessment and then to suggest ways in
which this probable scenario can be handled administratively.

The essence of my argument is the importance of integrating the process of
planning, teaching and assessment. Teachers should never lose sight of the fact
that they have always prepared, taught, marked, kept a mark book and reported
on progress. In principle, the National Curriculum asks little more of them than
this...
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1. A point of departure

Examples of helpful practice in recent years

In Recording progress, I identified some recent developments in the assessment
and recording of pupils' progress in modern languages which had provided
helpful models for the development of a departmental system in a large
comprehensive school.

Defined topic-based syllabuses had become a reality with Graded Objectives in
Modern Languages (GOML) schemes in almost every Local Education
Authority and an emergent GCSE modular course with defined assessment
activities for each module. This had proved an agreeable departure from
syllabuses so laconic as to mean nothing to the uninitiated. It was a
significant step towards integrating syllabus planning with assessment and
informing the learner about past or future work.

Pupil profiling provided a departure from off-the-cuff generalisations about
past performance and showed the way to structured statements with
appropriate prompt headings. Conventional reporting systems had provided
little space for the conscientious teacher to give a full and balanced account of
a pupil's progress and offered no supportive framework (e.g. checklists) for
reporting consistently on relevant features of performance (e.g. skills,
accuracy). On the contrary, they favoured bland and non-committal platitudes.

Levels of attainment had replaced marks out of an arbitrary total to give
positive recognition of achievement and these levels were related to
agreed criteria. Previously, marks out of.. had highlighted pupils' failure
rather than their success and had often been idiosyncratically practised
without reference to any yardstick of performance.

Communicative assessment tasks were beginning to be used to assess
performance, putting emphasis on the pupil's ability to achieve a practical end
or make an informed decision on the basis of his or her understanding of the
language performance. Assessment on the principle of did they or didn't they
get what they wanted had made the marking process much easier.

Continuous assessment in its real sense, i.e. of counting day-to-day
performance towards pupils' level of attainment, had been foreshadowed by
the periodic testing procedures of the graded objectives schemes. Assessment
by stumnative examination alone had focused unfairly on pupils' performance
on a randomly picked day in their life and sampled poorly both their
characteristic performance and the content of the syllabus studied.
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Both t}: good practice explicit in these new approaches and the inadequacies
implicit in their neglect led us to formulate a number of guiding principles and to
make some assumptions about our assessment and recording procedure which
would embody these principles.

Principles of effective recording of assessment

Teaching and assessment should be integrated at the planning stage to ensure
that pupils and teachers could look forward with certainty to what would be
taught and therefore assessed at each stage of the learning process.

Assessment should be task-based - that is, pupils should be assessed on pre-
communicative linguistic exercises, not purely on the accuracy with which
they used the language, but on a broader view of whether their linguistic
performance in all its aspects would have achieved the user's aims. This makes
the achievement easier to assess and record, because one is asking the simple
question 'Did they do it or didn't they?' rather than the more conventional
`How perfectly did they do it?'. The degree of linguistic accuracy and
appropriateness required will be determined by the task itself, through the
specified relationship or setting.

Assessment should be by levels, stressing the positive (This is how far you
have come in the last year - well done!') rather than by 'marks out of' which
implied degrees of failure. These levels should be defined by criteria, so that
teachers could be guided in their selection or design of appropriate
assessment activities and so that pupils and others could have access to the
meaning of each level of performance.

Assessment would be on a continuous basis whereby teachers would record
any measurable attainment or increment in attainment as and when the pupil
furnished evidence of it. Tasks and activities assessed would in most cases
tend to occur naturally as classwork or homework in the day-to-day learning
process.

Assumptions

In the light of these agreed principles it was assumed that:

* Teachers and pupils would be helped in planning their teaching and learning
if there existed a document setting out the communicative aims of each unit
of study which could also act as a pupil's record of achievement or profile.
This document would be available to pupils at the beginning of a unit and
would be kept by them as an on-going record (figure 1).



KING ALFRED'S SCHOOL WA NTAGE. MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT
1ST YEAR GERMAN COURSE. MODULE D1.4

Pupil's Name:

4

Tutor:

In town: shops and shopping

Language Teacher

Description of achievement Levai :cached TEACHER'S COMMENTS
AND ADVICE

I can read and understand a shopping
list given me by a German friend

I can understand brief information
on departments and special offers
In a store.

1 2 3 4

I can understand what I am asked to
go and buy.

and short announcements in a store

I can buy a range of items in food.
clothing and tourist shops.

...or ask someone to get them for me.

Make a shopping list for my German
friend.

Design a poster for a German shop
window.

GRAMMAR CHECKUST tauaht understood

STUDY SKILLS
How I conduct myself in class

How I cope with homework

How I present my written work

PUPIL'S COMMENTS
What you found most Interesiingienjoyable. What you found difficult. Any remarks on things you did which have

some connection vath German or Germany (e.g. visits films etc.)

Figure 1



* Study programmes would be topic-based.

* All recorded assessment would be by levels defined by agreed criteria (figure
2) and these criteria would be expressed in a way which would inform
teachers in their choice of assessment material.

CHART OF QUTERIA FOR PERFORMANCE TASKS IN MODERN LANGUAGES. OCEA

level 1 Level 2 level 3 Level 4

LLFTENING OUTCOME CIMOME OUTCOME OUTCOME

Flas undasandiag of Has undastanding of short Can eager what ter is Can pa a deuuled summary
iralisidual words twais/key wink d tin gout in English

TOR 11.Xf TEXT TEXT

Sham selktotaired,
Schmid at

Poribly longs and store
SMketSt

Sustained (e.g. 50-75 w)
driveled at* fair vied

As L3 tun 75w +

+ pow:Us reponal accent
+ maie gamier content
+ Inclusion of unfamiliar

emaprehensible sped them LI/2. Pool*
bactiround nose and wider

Uwe, rein* acquired staibulary *Ad structures ranged known
vorabulary/aruenoes

vocabulary/structure

TASK TASK TASK TASK

Ours ices mlarag As for I, bus.. As In I and 2. + QUCICI0f11 require unguided
hstleitkial words and with
dimati Could

mums understanding of Questions Noma an gent organism= of gem in the
rradonshlp hennas work of summary sore guidance ter and ability to drawof perhutee.

rev& grid Muir I Aland Up to 2/3 detain =recur grail as amnion= of conclimonsieapress
PIT MINIM per 41111Thlee materlid. motions/utter meanings 01

new wads

READENG OUTCOME OUTCOME OUTCOME OUT0314E

Has underrandutg of Has undasouvling of than Can replan what ter Can eve detailed summary
loirodual words Items/ley words of ter about m English

TEXT TER TEST

Short, self.oentained, printed Scant* longer at sae Soo ing (e.g. 50-75 w) ux. As L3 but 75w +
cr ray dear authandc difficult Tar Haar authentic Warning + acre abstract content

Is/trieng + wider any of known
lanigurea

+ Inclusion of unlaservm
acsbulary/strucrure

TASK TASK TASK TASK

As for Laming Nog As for /earning above As for LIMIWIg those As foe Listening above

Source: Oxford Certificate of Educational Achievement (OCEA)

Figure 2

* Assessment would be continuous and would replace such periodic testing as
end of year exams.



* Teachers would maintain a version of the traditional mark book as a group
record, but it would be ruled to give emphasis to the communicative tasks
specified in the pupils' own records or profiles (figure 3) .
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* A school review sheet (figure 4) for external reporting would accommodate
recorded levels of achievement for each unit studied to date, together with
space for teacher's and pupil's respective reactions to the year's progress and
for a parental response.

KING ALFRED'S SCHOOL MODERN LANGUAGES MIEN SAM

Date of review

42 6 9v
Student's name

oast t

Teacher Tutor 53).rasa
Language

Summary of achievement in modules completed

Module No.
l'i

Module Ti
f kawi/ITavfiMbotevflfmskatukRkd
Listen

le

Read Speak Urite

S

Skill

Level 3 3 3 3
Module No.2*

Z
Module Title..

Vi*.i+i w Ri.v..u. Satre
Skill Listefl lead Speak trite

Level 3 2...

Module N,..2.3 4emah;odule Titlbvnuti

Skill Listen bead Speak Mite

1
Level 2 3 3 3.

Diagnostic grading
AS appropriate.

Pronunciation

8
Accent/intonation

l.:

Spelling

Grammatical
Concepts

tireliamor ,...
zes

A

student's sell-assessment and reactions to the course.

I Jusoc ow, 441cidy tils 1 ats-p..441 4, peas
GAO gem04 / scentlihufts abx4 vevi 4.14 ZeraiAtt 1 Brit
a/u/sAs 4aohewis-412 ouf 4G4ta.,st Mk Ada* 45! MOSS .G, 13

ILef'1141-U 4afti 441v..k, tec 40.2%) Slug g baTt. .

leacher's ut

Jule. hue Ys4M4Waimti as

k
sacra tkosuf, ho cant 0.44.3

imthumo&AA, 0.^4surat.. /u. Oirt ne.a.ozusti ,ifim,461.43 IL, mitt
wrehumiZga. ,40;tiy,u, 104bv talta.at.i Pcmt 4441 ofe."4 ip9Mm4j4114-, Taw,

4.4b,./Y".` '4" psodu foot .

Figure 4
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Reflections on the system as summarised

Upon reading the relevant documents we find that the principles underlying the
system described in Recording progress foreshadowed the following essential
requirements of the National Curriculum framework for modern foreign
languages:

continuous assessment;

attainment measured by levels;

levels defined by criteria (statements of attainment);

the keeping of records of attainment;

reporting of progress on a regular basis.

This system could therefore be offered as a template for National Curriculum
assessment and recording after appropriate modifications. Under the National
Curriculum we must take account of the following important developments:

* Continuous assessment will be subject to some form of moderation to be
made more explicit by the School Examinations and Assessment Council
(SEAL) in the near future.

* The continuous assessment process will be further moderated by the standard
assessment tasks (SATs) to be set (probably for the most part externally) at
the end of key stage 3 and as GCSE or in some other form at the end of key
stage 4.

* There are ten levels of attainment in the National Curriculum.

* The criteria for the National Curriculum are differently conceived from those
used in former graded systems of assessment and are likely to be more
numerous (102 in all).

* The foregoing will need to be accommodated in the design and layout of any
recording documentation.

* Reporting of progress will acquire a statutory dimension over and above the
good intentions of any school in wishing to keep various interested parties
informed of pupils' progress.
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2. National Curriculum assessment and recording
requirements

What is so far known about National Curriculum assessment
requirements?

Pupils will be subject not only to continuous assessment in the classroom but to
standard assessment tasks (SATs), which will be taken as examinations at the end
of each key stage. Since at the time of writing we do not know what form the
modern language SATs will take, they will not be our concern in this book.
However, it must be the hope of language teachers that SATs will be able to
:effect in some way the variety of assessment techniques which teachers will use
for continuous assessment during the relevant key stage. The tests will have to be
simple and economical to administer and to moderate. Given that the test will
probably be a fairly crude measure but that the results will be of great
significance to learners, parents and the school, it is perhaps all the more
important that teachers are in a position to diagnose fully the achievements of
their pupils.

Allusion to assessment in the various statutory and non-statutory documents is
sparse and varies between the laconic and the very general. In the Section 4
Order, § 22, it is stated (my emphasis):

The Secretary of State has decided that:

as to Key Stage 3

assessment should combine teachers' own judgments based on ordinary
classroom work and the results of standard tests which will be administered
by teachers.

and in § 24:

10

Bearing in mind the likely future statutory requirements and the need, meanwhile,
to keep pupils and parents appraised of progress, teachers are strongly
encouraged to make arrangements from the outset informally to
assess, and record, their pupils' attainments. In doing so they should have
regard to the requirements of the Order under Section 4(2)(a) and (b) of the Act,
so as:

i. to ensure that individual pupils are acquiring the knowledge and
understanding which enable them to work at appropriate levels for any given
attainment target and programme of study;

15



to inform those with an interest - notably parents, or other teachers with
either current or imminent responsibility for the pupil - about individual
pupils' progress; and

iii. to build up a record of evidence of each pupil's attainments, which may
include examples of work, as a basis for future judgments about the levels
reached at the end of a key stage.

The non-statutory guidance (NSG) gives what it describes as 'interim guidance on
assessment issues', but is obliged to leave the whole issue of continuous teacher
assessment to the School Examinations and Assessment Council (SEAC) which in
the words of the NSG will be producing an anthology of 'Pupils' work assessed'.
In addition to any future SEAC guidance which is specific to modern languages,
the reader is recommended to obtain from SEAC its existing publications on
assessment at key stage 3 of which Teacher assessment in practice in particular
imparts the spirit in which continuous assessment for the National Curriculum
might be conducted. This book identifies three central issues:

assessing as part of teaching and learning;
involving pupils in their own assessment;
collecting evidence and recording attainment.

A modern languages-specific booklet from SEAC is now in existence and will have
reached schools by the time this book is available. It deals with five issues related
to assessment and has a useful aide-memoire page which lists the five issues with
questions to get you thinking about what provision you are making.

The issues are as for Teacher assessment in practice with, in addition:

professional judgment;
reporting.

The booklet is called Teacher assessment at key stage 3 - modern foreign languages
(ref: A/038/L/92) and is obtainable, should you require additional copies, from:

Schools Examinations and Assessment Council
Newcombe House
Notting Hill Gate
London W11 3JB

The scheme summarised in Chapter 1 goes a long way towards addressing the
first of the issues identified by SEAC, i.e. assessing as part of teaching and
learning, insofar as the design of the pupil profile entails an integrated approach
at the initial planning stage.

16
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A programme-led approach to assessment/recording

The appearance of the National Curriculum language documents and their many
recommendations on planning programmes of study has led to teachers adopting
a programme-led rather than an assessment-led approach to the process of
recording progress. Since the experience of developing the Oxford Certificate of
Educational Achievement (OCEA) style of recording system, I have been fortunate
in having the opportunity to work with _a group of middle school teachers
engaged in drawing up a joint National Curriculum key stage 3 programme of
study to ensure standardisation and continuity for the middle school to upper
school transfer. Equipped with the insights provided by the Final report, we
worked along the following lines.

The first step was to list topics which participating teachers had experience in
teaching through the target language (which in this case was exclusively French).
We established a progression on the basis of 'widening circles of experience'
(figure 6).

Figure 6

1. SELF, FAMILY, PETS, HOME

2. SCHOOL, LESSONS, FRIENDS

3. COMMUNITY: MY TOWN

4. ENTERTAINMENT & LEISURE

5. FOOD & DRINK

6. ON HOLIDAY

Each of these Introductory topics would locus
equally on the learner and their trancophone
counterpart, thus Incorporating cultural
awareness Into the learning programme

From this there evolved a year-planning chart (figure 7) to present in visual form
the combination of progression between units (the vertical dimension) and
progression through units (the horizontal dimension).

12
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TOPIC
+sub-topics

AREAS of
EXPER-
IENCE

????

SCHOOL: friends.
lessons. subjects. routine

COMMUNITY:
Places. Peo
neighbourhood. town
centre

ENTERTAINMENT
& LEISURE:
at home, In town.
sporting. oreathe. scab!

FOOD & DRINK: 1
at home. hying . In shops
In curbs... preferences

HOLIDAYS: travel.
places. public transport
tourist information. minor
problems

OPPORT- TARGET LANGUAGE TEACHING
UNITIES ATTAIN- NEEDS RESOURCES

MENTS

1-L1-1

-F1 I K -17
1-1 1 1 1

General notions. time. weather. etc

'pervasive' area al experience- area C

Figure 7

The issue of progression through a unit gave rise to a unit-planning chart which
was used to ensure a logical planning procedure. This chart (figure 8) starts with
the unit topic. From this topic, sub-topics are derived, enabling the unit to be
broken down into manageable stages. For etch sub-topic, and here we were
instantly reminded of the close link between teaching and assessment, a number
of target tasks were identified and listed alongside that sub-topic. These would
provide the objectives of the unit. The performance of each communicative task
would require mastery of certain linguistic items which were listed in the next
column (note that under 'vocabulary' the idea was not to include compendious
word lists, but merely to indicate categories such as 'things to order at a
restaurant', 'adjectives for physical appearance', etc). The final column listed
teaching resources which might be suitable for teaching the sub-topics and
language and providing the target tasks, whether for practice or assessment.

13
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1-4
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1.4
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DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO LEARN INDEPENDENTLY...
...(SPECIFICALLY TO USE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

LIT

u
us
o,
1:3 ea

Figure 8

This approach may seem at variance with the apparent intention of the National
Curriculum statutory document which lists attainment targets and statements of
attainment before proceeding to programmes of study, but we came to accept that
no assessment or recording procedure could have any meaning if it were not
underpinned by a framework which helped teachers to work to defined objectives.
The remainder of this book deals with how the system summarised in Chapter 1
could be adapted to serve National Curriculum requirements.
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3. Involving pupils in their own assessment and
recording

One of the justifiable claims of the OCEA system was that it allowed pupils to
record their own progress, to comment on their experiences of the course and
reflect on their study skills. This principle is endorsed in the second issue listed by
Teacher assessment in practice. To be allowed to record one's own progress is per
se to be involved in the assessment process. It is also worthy of mention that self-
assessment and peer assessment are acknowledged as playing their part. In
Modern foreign languages for ages 11-16 (7.13)(November 1990) it is stated that:

`Where teachers are constantly monitoring pupils' progress in oral work, peer
and self-assessment, as elements of non-statutory assessment, form an important
part of the evidence at teacher's disposal. Some self-assessment is, indeed,
required by our programmes of study.'

This implies not only the motivational value to pupils of self-assessment but the
practical usefulness to teachers of providing supplementary evidence.

This is a point at which we can consider profiling as a way of serving several
needs. As in the scheme described in Recording progress, we can use a profile form
to provide information for pupils about the coming unit of study and set
appropriate communicative targets as planned in the programme of study. As
these targets are met, pupils can record their own attainment in consultation with
the teacher. The profile document serves as a constant reminder of what the
current work in the modern language is about and can invite pupils to reflect on
their developing study skills, record new grammar points they have encountered
and describe learning methods (group and individualised work, use of various
technologies) they have experienced in the classroom and at home.

The profile completed by the teacher for a given unit of work can therefore
contain, for the pupil's information, all the relevant topics and communicative
targets set out in the corresponding section of the programme of study. It might
include a checklist of the areas of experience covered in the unit. The model
shown overleaf (figure 9) has these features, together with space for the pupil to
record the highest level attained iii each attai-unent target, and to record learning
experiences, linguistic advances and his or her sense of development as a
language learner.

15



NATIONAL CURRICULUM IN MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

The Tennyson Upper Comprehensive School

Profile of attainment of

Language Teacher

Language Unit

Tutor group

Topic

Areas of experience covered by Topic

I

A ID I C '1 9 'I G

Description of tasks for each Attainment target Highest level
attained

AT 1 Listening

AT 2 Speaking

AT 3 Reading

1 )

AT 4 Writing

{

New language points learnt

Comments on the unit: learning methods, use of equipment, successes
difficulties)

Pupil's signature

Teacher's signature.

Figure 9

Their accumulated observations on profiles would provide pupils with relevant
comments for their contribution to the sturunative review sheet (report) dealt
with in Chapter 6. Another treatment of the profile format might be to use the
document as an end of unit certificate - useful where pupils have experience of a
local graded objectives scheme. This could apply at school level or perhaps carry
an LEA endorsement.
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I have included the profile form because it is already a feature of many schemes
designed to involve and motivate the learner through the assessment and
recording process. Such a form obviously has some limitations. There will only be
room for brief comment and such comment will tend to be towards the end of a
unit, rather than an ongoing record of regular language learning. It is therefore
worth also considering a diary format for recording. Such a diary could be kept
either by individuals or by groups of pupils and could either be structured (e.g. by
page layout) to ensure that pupils kept a well-balanced record, or open-ended to
allow comment on what seemed to be most important at a particular time.
Furthermore, such a record could be kept in the target language with suitable
linguistic support from the teacher. Since much of the language used for this
specialised diary would be reused regularly, pupils would have frequent
opportunities to become familiar with it. This diary could accompany the
accumulated evidence of pupils' achievement.

17



4. Coping with continuous assessment

Continuous assessment ought not to be confused with 'periodic assessment', e.g.
end of unit tests commonly associated with GOML and assessment packs supplied
with a number of published courses. It implies, as did the OCEA style of
assessment described in Chapter 1, the regular application of defined criteria to
the normal day-to-day work of pupils.

This is not to say that there could not be, should a teacher wish, a series of
`controlled tasks' integrated with the programme of study. This might prove a
useful check on the authenticity of pupils' attainment, so long as it remained
unobtrusive. However, teachers should not feel that they are failing in their
duties by not including this element.

Good programmes will naturally contain activities which will offer pupils
opportunities to demonstrate their developing skills, knowledge and
understanding. It will not, however, be possible, given normal time constraints, to
devise impeccable tasks which will guarantee at each stage of 70 inking that each
pupil will have opportunities simultaneously to perform all the statements of
attainment relating to a given level of a given attainment target. Even if teachers
were able to devise hundreds of tasks minutely matched with statements of
attainment, one could be fairly sure that most pupils would either not satisfy
some of the intended statements of attainment or in some cases greatly surpass
them.

Activities likely to provide evidence of attainment are best devised and refined by
a cyclical process of prediction of suitability and subsequent modification in the
light of experience. If the teacher starts by devising an appropriate programme
with learning paths to suit the needs of individual pupils, he or she should find
natural opportunities to observe and assess pupils' performance in the
attainment targets for the National Curriculum. Pupils may be taking part in oral
work in pairs, collaboratively producing a brochure about their home town,
working on an assignment at the listening post or filling in an evaluation form on
their latest selection from the departmental reading library, to name but a few
examples of assessable activities.

It is in the nature of the activities assessed in AT1 (Listening) and AT3 (Reading)
that they are more likely to have a level of attainment designed into them,
insofar as the teacher will select texts and devise tasks appropriate to the
expected competence of pupils and mark on the basis of whether pupils did or did
not carry out the task prescribed. This will obviously make the assessment easier
since the teacher will know in advance what statements of attainment are
relevant.
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Activities planned for AT2 (Speaking) and AT4 (Writing) are more likely to be
assessed by outcome since pupils may have more freedom regarding the
language and content of their response to the task. Assessment by outcome is
more demanding as there is a potentially greater range of statements of
attainment which could come into play.

Collection of evidence

Not all activities will be equally easy to observe, assess and record. Some
attainment targets will require different procedures from others, but what
teachers will need !o do is to ensure that there are manageable procedures for
putting on record any measurable attainment as it is observed.

One can envisage a broad distinction between evidence which can be analysed at
leisure - for example, completed listening and reading worksheets, exercise books,
extended written project material and taped oral assignments which the teacher
can take away - and evidence which is only transitory, available at the point of
production, like tuwcorded oral performance or forms of behaviour indicatinj
`understanding and responding' without recourse to writing.

AT1 (Listening)

This skill may be more often practised in class (using school-based recorders) or
as a component of dialogue than as homework, although a number of teachers
already offer pupils the chance to do listening activities in their own time. It may
be typically assessed by worksheets with questions, matching activities or grids to
fill with information. In the National Curriculum, the likely outcomes of planned
tasks will need to be analysed so that teachers will have some idea of what
success will mean in terms of statements of attainment. Apart from this new
requirement, worksheet-based tasks can be marked whenever the teacher likes,
presenting no classroom management problems.

Listening may also be assessed through the responses, verbal and non-verbal, of
pupils engaged in conversation or carrying out instructions. In this case, teachers
will need to evolve instant recording methods if the precious moment of
attainment is not to be lost. More will be said about this under AT2.

AT2 (Speaking)

As with listening, speaking skills are most often assessed in the classroom though,
again, pupils may use cassette recorders to record work at home. Teachers' main
worry is about how to mark unrecorded speech of pupils. There seem to be two
main problems here:
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the ephemeral nature of the attainment;

the time demanded by the process.

CARRYING OUT INSTANT ASSESSMENT

Everything must be ready for the moment of performance, for there will be no
time for elaborate descriptive notes to be made. Teachers will need to know the
likely outcome of the task in terms of statements of attainment. They will also be
increasingly aware of the likely performance of the pupils they are to listen to.
Prescriptive tasks based on predictable situations will usually focus on a narrow
range of statements, while open-ended tasks inviting, but not insisting upon,
negotiation and sharing attitudes could leave the field wide open. Teachers must
be aware of the practical limitations and design tasks which will leave them in
control of the situation. They will need record sheets which minimise writing
time. A possible National Curriculum mark sheet layout is illustrated and
explained on pages 24-26.

NOT LETTING ASSESSMENT TAKE OVER FROM TEACHING

I have already said that we must not be intimidated by a false perception of
National Curriculum continuous assessment. So, too, must we keep the role of
oral assessment in perspective. It was never the intention of the Working Group
on modern foreign languages that teachers should periodically conduct the
equivalent of a full-scale GCSE oral with their language classes. There is no
requirement that all pupils should be assessed in every week or even every month
of their programme of study; nor are we told that they should be assessed in the
context of every one of the seven areas of experience.

This means that there is no obligation to assess whole classes within prescribed
weeks or units of study. Teachers drawing up an oral assessment schedule could
for example target five pupils per week of a six-week cycle. This would allow
every pupil in an average class at least six opportunities to demonstrate their
progress in a school year. At the earlier stages, the tasks observed might take less
than a minute, while even high achievers would provide adequate evidence of
their progress in two or three iainutes.

The supervision of pupils not being assessed can be taken care of by
incorporating a periodic carousel session into the weekly routine and
concentrating on the oral work corner.

We must not overlook, either, the variety of modes of assessment at our disposal.
Here are just a few examples:
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Pupil-pupil role-play or dialogue (teacher or FLA marks either on the spot or
from audio/video recording, or pupils mark each other).
Pupil-teacher role-play or dialogue.
Pupil-FLA role-play or dialogue.
Teacher marks pupil during whole class questioning.
Teacher or pupils mark presentation by groups or individuals.
Teacher marks 'dossier sonore' made by pupil(s).

It will be evident that some of these can be used to ring the changes on 'teacher-
on-the-spot' assessment and so further relieve the time constraints.

AT 2 (SPEAKING)

RANGE AND COMPLEXITY OF
LANGUAGE AND TASKS

LEVEL

Respond very briefly /
initiate

1

INDEPENDENCE
AND SPONTANEITY

LEVEL
1

QUALITY OF COMMUNICATION

Approximate pronunciation
and intonation

Respond using memorised language
/express feelings likes and dislikes
in simple terms

9
Initiate (and respond)
adapt memorised words
and phrases

------...............

Initiate and respond in
I conversation and role play

Use appropriate forms of personal
address. offer simple explanations

4
Give a short presentation
or prompted talk 4 --,,,,,...,,,_,..

----_,
------....._...........,

Give and seek information
about past, present and future
actions and events

6
Initiate and sustain an
unprompted conversation
(with an element of unpredictability)
Ask for and offer explanations
about meanings

6 ------------

__

(LEVEL 71 Speak with fluency good
Intonation and little error on familiar
topicsDiscuss facts, ideas,

experiences. using range
of language

8 Initiate/maintain conversation
with unfamiliar people or
unpredictable elements

g

Figure 10

AT3 (Reading)

A skill which can be exercised at school or at home, reading may be intensive
(specific comprehension tasks testing understanding of gist or detail) or extensive
(pupils choosing reading material and keeping a log of their own progress and
reactions). Note that the ability to choose appropriate reading material is in itself
a characteristic of attainment in the National Curriculum. Pupils may also provide
evidence of their progress in reading through their response to written
instructions and teachers will occasionally want to record such a response as it
happens.
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AT4 (Writing)

Writing provides the most lasting and tangible evidence of the four attainment
targets. Where the National Curriculum differs from traditional forms of
assessment is in recognising that the redrafting of existing written work to
achieve greater accuracy and coherence is a skill in its own right. Teachers have
already discovered the potential of the word processor for storage of previous
work and its redrafting. No doubt, too, the text editing powers of the word
processor can be exploited by the most able pupils to adapt existing texts to new
registers.

AT 4 (WRITING)

RANGE AND COMPLEXITY OF
LANGUAGE AND TASKS

LEVE
Copy familiar words

11

1

INDEPENDENCE
AND CREATIVITY

LEVEL
1

ACCURACY OF
COMMUNICATION

copy correctly

Write short sentences
- Copy a range of characters(Ch 8 J) 3

Write short phrases
from memory

Convey simpie information
or feelings - Ccpy a wide range

of characters(Ch & .1)

4
Wnte a small number of
related sentences from memory

- adapt a Simple text by subStituOng

single words and set phrases

-------.,,,,,

Wnte about familair topics and
expedences, inducing fullire & past events
using simpie descriptive language

(LEVEL 7) Gore dear nstructons
Redraft to achieve accuracygreater
precision. variety of eigxessicn

Write a shortinagirelive text
- Seek information or tieYAW or others
on a matter of personal Significance

8 Deveice the content of something
sanething mad. seen or head
- Express ideas or opinons on

a familiar topic

Figure 11

The interpreting of evidence

All work done under the heading of one or more of the attainment targets must
be viewed through the magnifying glass of the statements of attainment. Teachers
are understandably apprehensive about calling to mind at a moment's notice any
group of up to four out of 102 statements when they mark pupils' work. Some
reassurances are in order.
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* At the early stages of key stage 3, pupils will only be operating over a very
limited range of statements of attainment and repeated application of these
should bring rapid familiarity with the lower levels before new ground has to
be broken.

* There are techniques for getting our
statements:

minds around the full range of

'bracketing' the levels into groups with which we develop a broad
familiarity, for example by association with categories of learner (see
Pathfinder 12, Progressing through the attainment targets by Ian Lane);

'targeting' certain key levels and becoming very familiar with their
statements of attainment so that they can act as landmarks to higher and
lower attainments;

understanding the principles underlying the different strands of
attainment, as illustrated by pages D6-D9 of the NSG (simplified versions
of two of these charts are shown in figures 10 and 11).

If assessment tasks are integrated into programmes of study suitable for the pupils
in question, teachers should have some idea of the outcomes they can expect.
Pupils will probably not fulfil whole sets of statements of attainment in a given
task, but may more typically satisfy one or two. Their attainment may even span
more than one level, e.g. achieving statement of attainment (a) for level 3 and
statement of attainment (c) for level 4. At the point of observation and
assessment, then, teachers need a suitably designed sheet to enable them to
record features of pupils' attainment as quickly and conveniently as possible.
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Figures 13(a) and (b) show two approaches to using this ruling. In (a) we
assume, for example, a beginners' class with little expected variation in the level
of attainment. In this case, the three selected levels (wide vertical columns) can
be the same for all pupils. In the example given, any statement of attainment
ticked in the first column would relate to level 1 of each attainment target (listed
1, 2, 3 and 4 for each pupil entry box) and ticks in the second and third columns
would relate to levels 2 and 3.

Reality is often more complex, and in (b) we see a way of 'customising' each pupil
entry box so that the left-hand column refers to the lowest expected level for that
pupil (L), the middle column to the next level up (M) and the right-hand column
to a yet higher level (H) should the pupil attain it in that unit of work. By using
this method, we can cater for all the expected attainments within a reasonable
time period of a mixed-ability class.

Module 1. Self & Family

Pupil's name

LEVEL Li 11
Anthony Ashi.onsvie

LEVEL Li Li Li
Beryl Desintree

LEVEL a

levels-relocate wee attempted by each
pupil during on emu
104117.14SMODNOK4KAi).AMMONVIIONOPMIC

A LEVEL LevELEI
MOM

LEVELE

wirnma.111041

abc d a bcd ab; d

H!! I!1
MISS= MSS

1

2
1

2

Figure 13a

Cefitn Cram& Module
LEVEL LI 1.

Pupil's name
Delia Dense

LEVEL

1. Self & Family

Figure 13b

LEVEL a j j
Anthony rtifthowerte

LEVEL IS j L6j[ ..21

Daryl Denintre.

LEVEL 12112114j

CoLln. en:widen

LEVEL LI j Li] LJ
Ditto Donnelly

LEVEL I I I

lerf*Ifiendocete :Inge attempted by each
pupa dump t his urwt)
KAMMAAOMMIIO.O.CMOnWOSINKIMINMPWO

I:I:. .....4=rs
A LEVEL 3 LEVEL{

A

wired $.,.l
LEVELE ottaisoad
MOIROMP.1 Mai AT

a b c d a bcd abc d
3
3

3
7
7
7
6
3
3
3
3
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Figure 14 is provided to clarify the functions of each part of the mark sheet.

Attainment
targets

Levels pupils are expected to
reach in current unit of study

I lowest next two levels up highest
potential ' level

I level I

1 abcd abcd abcdI recorded

LrJ Liy listening 1

Pupil's name speaking

and expected levels reading

2

3

of personal attainment writing

I_.00.....4-..7"eal._ 0..Ar._ 1

These three boxes show the
levels represented by

the three recording columns

Figure 14

Statements
of attainment

(up to four for each
level of each AT)

Equipped with a mark sheet of this or comparable design, the teacher is able to
record with a stroke of the pen each statement of attainment as it is satisfied by
the pupil's performance, whether in the midst of a lesson or after school while
marking workbooks.

When to record that statements of attainment have been completed raises the
question of what constitutes acceptable evidence of performance. The recent
SEAC booklet, Teacher assessment at key stage 3 - modern foreign languages (see
page 11) gives an official but flexible answer, namely that we are professionals in
the business of teaching and assessment and that we should exercise our
professional judgment in deciding whether the pupil 'can' behave linguistically as
the operative statement of attainment indicates. For some other subjects it has
been suggested that a statement of attainment should be fulfilled on at least two
occasions. We would certainly expect there to be an element of reliability in
pupils' performance, consistent with ability to replicate that performance. In
practice, we might need to see or hear one pupil's performance several times
before we are convinced, given our knowledge of their learning capacity, that
they could cope, while with another we might be perfectly confident with one
piece of evidence. (An advantage of basing our judgment on naturally occurring
coursework is that we see pupils engaged in their day-to-day performance, rather
than artificially parroting items they have 'mugged up' for a test.)
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L.

6. Reporting progress through a periodic review
sheet

While the pupil profile can be valuable in giving the pupil advance information
about the unit of study and allowing him or her to be involved in the recording
process, there is still a need for a more formal document for circulation at times
of the year determined on a whole school basis and in conjunction with other
subject reports. Figure 15 shows a possible layout for such a review sheet. Apart
from the obvious spaces for pupil's names, forms and teacher's names, this
prototype accommodates topics studied since the last report, together with areas
of experience which those topics have 'explored'. There follows a grid for
recording the levels reached in each attainment target assessed since last time.

The Edward VIII Academy

Review of the progress of
Year
Language teacher,
Language

IEEE

Attainment targets Levels attained

1 (Listening)
2 (Speaking)
3 (Reading)
4 (writing)

Tutor

List of topics studied AoE

Pupil's self-evaluation and response to the course

Teacher's overaN assessment

Parent's response to the assessment

Figure 15
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Teachers may wish to devise ways of making the meanings of the attainment
target levels clearer to readers of the review. There are some problems here. Time
will not permit teachers to write in the statements of attainment which relate to
the level achieved and space might also prove a problem. For those schools
geared to writing reviews by computer-generated statement banks it should be a
simple enough matter to key-code sets of statements for each level of the
attainment target. Otherwise, the only way of offering the full description of any
performance would be to issue a chart of all the statements of attainment to every
parental home. But when the statements are printed, will they mean anything to
the reader unless (s)he is conversant with the jargon which permeates the
statements of attainment? How many 'consumers' of the review will instantly
visualise the pupil who can 'initiate and sustain an unprompted conversation...'?
This is not to deride the language used: it is succinct and plain, but it depends on
professional experience for full understanding. Teachers might explore ways of
expressing what it means to be a 'level x speaker' so that parents can recognise
their children as a linguist, rather than a machine!

Most teachers would probably agree that such a review should contain freer,
more open-ended statements to supplement the rigid objectivity of National
Curriculum statements of attainment. I have therefore incorporated spaces for
comment by pupils, teachers and parents.

The pupil's comment could include:

* responses to the learning methods used (e.g. collaborative and
independent activities and use of various types of technology;

* comments on their developing study skills;

* comments on most and least enjoyed aspects of the units studied with
corresponding requests for guidance.

The teachers' statement might be used to clarify the levels attained (see
problem abOVe) or to offer advice on the pupil's further progress.

The parental response box should give space for more than a mere signature
of receipt.

The entire process from planning the integration of teaching with assessment to
the issuing of progress reviews to parents is illustrated by figure 16.
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PLANNED
ACTIVITIES

PUPIL'S UNIT
PROFILE

111% 3; 1716171
11111M=811111
MIR IM MO1111.110

(ADVANCE
KNOWLEDGE OF
UNIT TARGETS
+OPPORTUNITY TO
RECORD OWN
PROGRESS)

PUPILS'
SKILLS
(ATTAINMENT
TARGETS)

AT AT AT AT
1 2 3 4

EVIDENCE MEASURED AGAINST

STATEMENTS OF
ATTAINMENT

MARKBOOK REVIEW
RECORD SHEET

Figure 16



7. Recapitulation and conclusions

Keeping assessment in proportion

In the course of the book, I have re-examined the principles applied in the scheme
which forms the basis of Recording progress. I hope to have shown that the
National Curriculum requirements are compatible with much of what was
proposed in this earlier book. I have attempted to predict what form continuous
assessment might take within the National Curriculum framework. 1 hope that I
have demonstrated that it should not, indeed must not, obstruct or usurp the
teaching process. For the teacher it should not entail a dramatic departure from
accepted practice.

What is new, I have acknowledged, is the application to that practice of more
detailed criteria than have previously been required. Herein probably lie most
teachers' perceived problems. We have looked at several approaches to
assimilating the statements of attainment and I hope that these may help the
reader towards a clearer view of them. Tricks of memorisation are, however, no
substitute for the experience that comes from applying the statements to actual
examples of pupils' work and discussing interpretations with other teachers. With
the benefit of practical experience and the help of such guidance as the excellent
`Du lux' charts (pp D6-D9) of the NSG, teachers should quickly gain confidence
about the general feel of pupils' performance in relation to the attainment target
levels so that they need recourse to the statements of attainment for fine-tuning
only.

To turn to the recording aspect, we have all detected a certain cynicism (If it
moves, assess it') among our colleagues in other subjects. Lest my suggestion for a
mark book layout (see pages 24-26) be taken as an incitement to 'education by
tick-list', I should perhaps emphasise at this point that forms and charts should be
the servants and not the masters of the assessor. A few reminders and
reassurances should not come amiss here.
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There are not always as many as four statements of attainment per AT
level; some have only two related statements.

You don't have to assess/record the full range of skills (ATs) for every
pupil in every study unit of your programme. What matters is that you
assess often enough to keep pace with each pupil's development so that
your record as nearly as possible reflects pupils' latest attainments.

There is not a minimum required number of successful attempts at a task
before you are allowed to record success. If you are confident, through
your personal familiarity with the pupil, that (s)he has acquired the
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knowledge, skill and understanding necessary to satisfy the statement of
attainment in question, you are professionally justified in recording this
fact.

This is not to understate difficulties. The last of these reassurances raises the
vexed question of what constitutes effective learning and how it is apparent to
the teacher. It is not entirely an abdication of responsibility to say that this
problem is not peculiar to the National Curriculum. There are a number of
acknowledged levels of effectiveness of learning. We might say of a pupil:
`succeeded on that occasion'; or 'tends to succeed'; or even 'can be expected to
succeed in two years' time'.

There remain a number of required aspects of learning in the National Curriculum
which have not yet received due attention. In our brief look at programmes of
study design, we saw that sections 3-6 of the programmes of study should be
planned for. Likewise, we must cater for the cross-curricular aspects of language
learning.

While it might be tempting for the sake of tidiness to incorporate all conceivable
aspects of the National Curriculum into pupil profiles and mark books, it becomes
clear that we would soon find ourselves confronted with the worst of all possible
tick-lists if we were to do so. If our purpose in keeping records is to provide
evidence that we have incorporated all desired features into our programmes of
study, then it is in the programmes that enquirers ought to look first. The OCEA
model (and this is but one of an increasing number of examples worth
consideration) allows the planner to indicate where the requirements of sections
3-6 are being fulfilled.

By allowing pupils to record their learning experiences, either at the end of a unit
on their personal profiles or as a daily or weekly diary as already suggested, we
can also pick up whether pupils are getting the experiences required by the
Statutory Order (e.g. 'My speaking was assessed through role-play and I was
asked to redraft my written assignment using a computer'). Both programmes of
study sections 3-6 and the many cross-curricular aspects can be referred to in the
unit plan, in individual lesson plans and in feedback from pupils without the
teacher having to make separate reference to these in the daily recording
progress.

Making the system serve real needs

Whereas Recording progress described an established working system, this book
has entered the more dangerous territory of attempting to predict imminent needs
and suggesting ways of meeting them. However, while the reality of a year or two
hence may diverge slightly from these projections I am confident that the above
principles will largely continue to apply.
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My final recommendation is that practising teachers, should they wish to follow
the suggestions I have made, should adapt my models to fit their particular
circumstances, rather than simply copy them. Patterns should exist for guidance
only, or they will become a straightjacket. There is considerable scope for changes
of layout in recording documents and for the omission or addition of steps in the
process. The extent of pupil involvement in the recording process may vary
considerably. Some teachers will wish to stay with familiar systems, only adapting
marginally to incorporate these ideas.

What matters in the end is that teachers, pupils, parents and other interested
parties have quick and regular access to the ever-growing picture of the progress
of the young language learner. If this book goes some way to facilitating that
access, it will have achieved its end.

Hoping to find an alternative to the overused 'tablets of stone' metaphor in
disclaiming divine wisdom, I came recently upon the German saying 'Dies ist nicht
dos Ei von Kolumbus'. May you 'lay' and 'hatch' your own plans successfully.
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Schools and individual teachers will develop their own
systems, taking into account both external requirements
and their own shared experience of successful practice.

In this book the author explores the rationale
behind continuous assessment and shows how

an existing scheme can 6e developed
in order to meet new demands.
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